The structure and properties of possible q-Minkowski spaces are reviewed and the corresponding non-commutative differential calculi are developed in detail and compared with already existing proposals. This is done by stressing the covariance properties of these algebras with respect to the corresponding q-deformed Lorentz groups as described by appropriate reflection equations. This allow us to give an unified treatment for different q-Minkowski algebras. Some isomorphisms among the space-time and derivative algebras are demonstrated, and their representations are described briefly. Finally, some physical consequences and open problems are discussed.
Introduction
The question of the quantization of space has been discussed by physicists from the very early days of quantum theory. Due to the recent emergence of a far-reaching generalization of Lie groups and Lie algebras [1, 2, 3, 4] , known under the name of quantum groups, it is tempting to introduce suitable quantum Lorentz L q and Poincaré P q groups to arrive to the quantum Minkowski spacetime M q by extending the classical construction M ∼ P/L to the quantum case. This program, however, is not completely straightforward. A rigorous (unique) definition of quantum groups was given [1, 2, 3] only for the simple Lie groups and algebras; for inhomogeneous groups many problems appear. Thinking of the well known classical homomorphism SL(2, C)/Z 2 ≈ L it was proposed [5] to define a quantum Lorentz group by using the simplest quantum group, SL q (2), which is a q-deformed analog of the classical (q = 1) commutative algebra of functions on the Lie group SL(2, C). A quantum Minkowski space M q was then introduced by means of a quadratic combination of q-spinors transforming homogeneously under the quantum group SL q (2) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] (the precise definitions of L q and M q will be given below).
Let us start by writing down some simple algebraic relations to introduce some quantum group aspects relevant for our discussion. The essential feature in the field of quantum groups (we shall omit for a while their dual objects or quantum algebras, which may look more familiar for physicists) is in some sense similar to the relation between classical and quantum mechanics, where the commutative algebra of functions on phase space (the algebra of observables) becomes non-commutative after quantization. This justifies the expression 'quantum' groups, although in physics the adjective quantum is reserved for situations in which Planck's constanth = 0 and, in contrast, group 'quantization' (or deformation, q = 1) does not implyh = 0. In the case of Lie groups, the commutative algebra of functions on the group manifold is replaced by a non-commutative algebra after quantization (or q-deformation); in particular, the matrix elements generating the group algebra become non-commutative.
Let us recall the case of SL q (2) which will be extensively used below. The quantum group GL q (2) is defined as the associative algebra (quantum groups are not really group manifolds) generated by four elements a, b, c, d satisfying the homogeneous quadratic relations (λ ≡ q − q −1 , q = 0) ab = qba , bd = qdb , bc = cb , ac = qca , cd = qdc , The relations (1.1), however, include four generators, while the 'classical' SL(2, C) depends on three complex parameters. To obtain SL q (2) one notices that the element
is a central (commuting) element of the algebra which defines the q-determinant of the matrix T ; then, the addition of the constraint det q T = 1 to eqs. (1.1) consistently reduces the number of generators to three. If the entries of T satisfy (1.1), those of T n satisfy analogous relations with q replaced by q n (this product should not be confused with the comultiplication, which preserves (1.1) [11, 12] ). In the 'classical' limit q=1, (1.1) just expresses that the algebra generated by the elements of SL(2, C) is commutative, and (1.2) is the usual determinant. It is not apparent at first sight why eqs. (1.1) plus det q T =1 define SL q (2), nor how to generalize them to the SL q (n) case. This becomes clearer using the R-matrix formalism [3] developed in the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method [13] . Indeed, eqs. (1.1) may be rewritten as 'RTT' relations,
where T 1 = T ⊗ I, T 2 = I ⊗ T (see Appendix A for notation) and the 4 × 4 c-number matrix R 12 is given in (A.7). In this way, they may be generalized to SL q (n) by means of the appropriate n 2 × n 2 R-matrix [3] . One could insert any matrix into (1.3) as R. However, the natural ones (as (A.7)) satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) R 12 R 13 R 23 = R 23 R 13 R 12 (1.4) which ensures the consistency of (1.3) (see the end of Appendix A1). This means that no further relations for the generators higher than the quadratic relations (1.1) may be derived from (1.3) and the requirement of associativity for the algebra. The latter is postulated from the very beginning and is independent of (1.4). Since quantum groups are very close to the algebra of functions on a Lie group, we may expect them to have other characteristics pertaining to the group multiplication rule, inverse (antipode) and unit elements, etc. In fact, they may be characterized as Hopf algebras [1, 2, 3] (see [14, 15, 16, 17] for a review). Here we shall just underline some properties which will be relevant for the q-Minkowski spaces below. It is possible to introduce a quantum or q-plane C 2 q as an associative algebra generated by two elements x, y with the commutation property xy = qyx (1.5) (notice that a q-plane is not a manifold). If we now define a two-component qvector X = (x, y), the commutation properties of the components of X ′ = T X satisfy again (1.5) since it is assumed that the entries of T and of X commute among each other. This compatibility, not evident a priori, permits to look at quantum groups in general as symmetries of quantum spaces [18, 19] (see also [12] ). In the general case of SL q (n), the analogue relations for an ncomponent X may be extracted from the R-matrix relation R 12 X 1 X 2 = qX 2 X 1 (for instance, for C The important property of this equation is that it is preserved under the coaction X ′ = T X due to (1.3):
Following the lead provided by the invariance of the above commutation properties defining the quantum plane, we may now extend this to a more elaborated situation in which the generators of a quantum space are put in matrix form K and the action φ is given by φ : K → K ′ = T KT −1 , where the elements of T commute with the entries of K, [K ij , T mn ] = 0 (i, j, m, n=1, 2). A possibility to organize the commutation properties which define the algebra generated by the elements K ij is to write them [20, 21, 22] in the form of a reflection equation 1 (RE)
This equation was introduced independently in [26] in the context of braided algebras with all R-matrices on one side, and in the form above in [27] . It was also discussed in a general algebraic context in [28] . Due to eq. (1.3) (and its consequence R 21 T 2 T 1 = T 1 T 2 R 21 ) it is not difficult to see that K ′ = T KT −1 satisfies the same equation (1.6) . In fact, this formalism is a convenient framework to discuss the invariance of commutation relations under a certain action φ. However, it should be mentioned at this stage that the non-commutative character of the algebra generated by K ij puts forward some questions as to its physical interpretation. If we consider the elements of K as non-commutative generators of the algebra, one has to find their irreducible representations H K ; there could be more than one. Also, the non-commutative transformation coefficients (the generators of the quantum group algebra) have their own irreducible representation H T . Hence, after the quantum group transformation, the new entries of K ′ = T KT −1 act, generally speaking, as operators on a larger space H T ⊗ H K : the quantum group coacts rather than acts. This is a rather unusual situation for the symmetries of physical systems, where the action of a symmetry on the space-time coordinates, say, does not entail an enlargement of the corresponding algebra or of the space of physical states (for an alternative approach see [29, 30] ). We will not develop this important and interesting question here, which we shall bypass by stressing the isomorphism among the algebras generated by K ij and K ′ ij ; instead, we shall restrict ourselves to the technical problems of constructing quantum Minkowski space-time algebras generated by elements transforming covariantly under the corresponding quantum Lorentz transformations.
Many of the various q-Minkowski formulae presented in this paper were found previously (see, in particular, [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 31, 32, 33] ), but here they will be obtained in a more systematic way due to the flexibility of the R-matrix and the reflection equation formalism. In particular, our approach is particularly suited to establish possible algebra isomorphisms (Appendix B2) and to incorporate other q-Minkowski space proposals in an unified manner, as well as for discussing the non-commutative differential calculus on other quantum spaces as, for instance, with SO q (3) symmetry (see in this respect [34, 35] ).
The plan of the paper is as follows. First, the procedure for defining a quantum Minkowski space-time algebra M q is given in Sec.2. Its first part,where the formalism is explained and some special elements of the algebra (e.g., the q-Minkowski length) are introduced, is devoted to the M (1) q [6, 8, 9, 10] case. Other possibilities M (i) q are discussed later in Sec.2. In Sec.3, arguments of covariance and consistency establish the commutation relations among q-'coordinates' (generators of M q ), q-derivatives (id. of D q ) and q-one-forms (id. of Λ q ). It is also shown there that in the non-commutative case the existence of a simultaneous linear hermitean structure (reality conditions) for coordinates and derivatives is not guaranteed for all q-Minkowski spaces, recovering previous results [9, 36] . In Sec.4, a convenient set of generators for M (1) q is picked up by taking into account their q-tensor properties with respect to the qLorentz transformations. Sec.5 is devoted to developing the non-commutative differential calculus for M (1) q [9] ; the other cases may be treated similarly. A number of elaborated questions concerning the mutual interrelations between quantum Poincaré group P q and algebra P q , the representation theory and the physical interpretation are briefly considered in Sec.6, where in particular the mass and momenta spectrum will be calculated. From the discussion it looks that it may not be easy to reconcile the notion of a quantum Minkowski space with the standard treatment of the special relativity or relativistic quantum theory (see also [37] ). These points, as well as a classical counterpart of M q are discussed shortly at the end.
Dealing with non-commutative and Hopf algebras to define q-Minkowski spaces requires using a number of results and explicit expressions from quantum group theory [1, 2, 3] . To facilitate the reading of the paper, some useful facts and formulae are collected in Appendix A; Appendix B contains the proof of certain important algebra isomorphisms and algebraic properties for the M (1) q case in the main text and other general relations. There are, certainly, other approaches to define deformations of kinematical groups and algebras and their realizations (see, e.g., [5, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and references therein). In particular, a widely used approach utilizes the contraction procedure [46] to obtain the κ-Poincaré algebra [47, 48] . The approaches to κ-relativity (see [49] and references therein; cf. [50] ) based on the κ-Poincaré algebra, and the q-Minkowski spaces M (i) q to be discussed here seem, however, unrelated. In particular, the deformation parameter q is dimensionless while 1/κ introduces a fundamental unit of length. This is an essential difference, and for this reason, the case of κ-Minkowski space M κ [50] and its associated differential calculus [51] , as well as the κ-Newtonian spacetimes [52] , will not be discussed here.
Deformed Minkowski space-time algebras
The group of transformations preserving the Minkowski metric diag(1,−1, −1,−1) is the Lorentz group (we shall consider here the restricted Lorentz group L). Its universal covering group SL(2, C) possesses two fundamental representations, D 
The vector representation (D
2 ) on space-time coordinates may be obtained through
, and the correspondence ±A → Λ∈L realizes the covering homomorphism SL(2, C)/Z 2 = SO(1, 3). The antisymmetric matrix ǫ = iσ 2 satisfies the property ǫAǫ 
and σ µ and ρ µ read (σ µ ) αβ , (ρ µ )α β ; they satisfy 5) and the Lorentz matrix given by ±A is
If K is now restricted to be traceless, this condition will be preserved iff U = (U −1 ) † i.e., by the SU(2) subgroup. Then, the homomorphism SU(2)/Z 2 = SO(3) is realized by R i j = 1 2 tr(σ i Uσ j U † ). As mentioned in the introduction, we wish to explore in this paper the consequences of q-deforming the above relations.
The crucial idea [5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] to deform the Lorentz group was to replace the SL(2, C) matrices A in (2.1) by the generator matrix M of the quantum group SL q (2). Due to the fact that the hermitean conjugation (M † ij = M * ji ) includes the * -operation, an extra copyM of SL q (2) was introduced, with entries not commuting with those of M. The R-matrix form of the commutation relations among the quantum group generators (a, b, c, d) of M and (ã,b,c,d) ofM are then expressed by
As in the classical (q = 1) case, the reality condition is expressed [6, 8] by
This condition is consistent with all relations in (2.7) provided that the deformation parameter q is real, q ∈ R. The set of generators (a, b, c, d,ã,b,c,d) satisfying det q M=1=det qM , the commutation relations (2.7) and the conditions (2.8) define the quantum Lorentz group 3 L
(1)
q exist [53] under rather mild requirements on the deformation; in fact, there are other M andM commuting relations replacing eqs. (2.7) if we allow for different R matrices in it. These, and their corresponding q-Minkowski spaces M (i) q , will be discussed at the end of the section. To introduce the q-Minkowski algebra M (1) q associated with L (1) q it is natural to extend (2.2) to the quantum case (2.7) by stating that K generates a comodule algebra for the coaction φ defined by
where it is assumed that the matrix elements of K commute with those of M andM but not among themselves 4 . Much in the same way the commuting properties of q-two-vectors (or, better said here, q-spinors) are preserved by the coaction of M andM , we now demand that the commuting properties of 2 In terms of Hopf algebras, eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) define the complex * -Hopf SL q (2, C) algebra, which is generated by two copies M andM of SL q (2) satisfying (2.7) subjected to the involution M → M † = S(M ) where S denotes the antipode (inverse). 3 Again in terms of Hopf algebras, L (1) q is defined as the * -sub-Hopf algebra of SL q (2, C) generated by the elements M ijM −1 ls (see below for the expression of the q-Lorentz matrix Λ) with the commutation relations and Hopf structure induced by the SL q (2, C) * -Hopf algebra. 4 A dotted and undotted index notation may also be introduced in the deformed case. However, since the dotted and undotted indices are always located, as in (2.4), to make multiplication of matrices always possible, we shall only use latin indices from now on.
the entries of K are preserved by (2.9). More specifically, in order to identify the elements of K K = α β γ δ (2.10)
with the generators of the q-Minkowski algebra M
(1) q we require, as in the classical case, a) a reality property preserved by (2.9), b) a (real) q-Minkowski length, defined through the q-determinant det q K of K, invariant under the q-Lorentz transformation (2.9), c) a set of commutation relations for the elements of K (a 'presentation' of the algebra) preserved by (2.9) for (2.7).
The reality condition K = K † is consistent with (2.9) sinceM −1 = M † as in the classical case. The q-determinant of K and the q-Minkowski metric will be given below but, using (2.7), it is not difficult to check (it will be discussed in generality later) that the commutation properties of the Minkowski algebra generators expressed by (1.6) [54, 55, 56] or, equivalently bŷ
whereR ≡ PR (eqs. (A.6), (A.7)), are preserved by (2.9) and are consistent with the condition K=K † for the R-matrix chosen and q ∈ R. In components, eq. (1.6) reads
For K given by (2.10), eq. (1.6) is equivalent to the six basic relations [6, 8, 26] 13) which characterize the algebra M
q ; we shall adopt the point of view that this 'quantum space' (algebra) is the primary object on which the non-commutative differential calculus will be constructed. Thus, eq. (1.6) (or (2.11)) leads to the following first case:
q ) The quantum Minkowski space-time algebra M (1) q is the associative algebra generated by the four elements of K, subject to the reality conditions α = α * , δ = δ * , β * = γ , γ * = β, and satisfying the commutation relations (1.6) (or (2.13)).
The central (commuting) elements of M
q may be obtained by using the q-trace tr q [3, 57] which, for a 2 × 2 matrix B with elements commuting with those of M (as it is the case of K) is defined by
14)
The q-trace is invariant under the coaction B → MBM −1 ,
This follows easily by using the preservation of the q-symplectic metric ǫ q [11, 12] (which replaces iσ 2 for q = 1) by the SL q (2) matrices, 16) since D = ǫ q ǫ q t ; we shall drop the superindex q henceforth. The matrix D satisfies
In the general R-matrix case D may be expressed (cf. [3] 
where the ordinary trace is taken in the second space and the transpositions refer to the first space; the factor q 2 has been chosen to reproduce (2.14) for the GL q (2) R-matrix (A.7).
The centrality of the q-trace follows from (1.6), which after left (right) multiplication by R −1
) and a similarity transformation with the permutation operator P (eqs. (A.6), (A.7)) may be rewritten as
Indeed, since R 12 and R
−1
21 provide representations of the SL q (2) quantum group when considered as 2 ×2 matrices in the first space of C 2 ×C 2 (although not faithful: b = 0 for R 12 and c = 0 for R −1 21 ), taking the q-trace in the first space it follows that
By iterating the procedure which lead to (2.18) it is found that [21, 27 ]
and hence, after taking tr q(1) in this relation,
The first two central elements c 1 and c 2 are algebraically independent, but the c n for n > 2 are polynomial functions of them due to the characteristic equation for K [20, 22] ,
The q-determinant det q K of K is obtained by means of the q-antisymmetrizer P − [(A.11), (A.12)], which is a rank one 4 × 4 projector. It is defined [20] 24) although one of the projectors P − may be dropped since it is easy to check that both P − K 1R K 1 and K 1R K 1 P − are proportional to P − . It is central since 25) and, provided it is not zero,
Since it may be expressed in terms of q-traces, det q K is obviously preserved under a similarity transformation K → MKM −1 where M and M −1 belong to the same quantum group. But, despite of the fact that the central elements c n are not invariant with respect the q-Lorentz transformation (2.9) because it involves M andM −1 , det q K is nevertheless preserved under this coaction. Using (2.24) we find
where we have usedM
(from the last equality in (2.7)) as well as the definition (A.13) of det q M. Since det q M=1=det qM , det q φ(K) = det q K, and we may identify this real and central invariant element with the square l q of the q-Minkowski invariant length [6, 8, 10, 9] 
The q-trace tr q K = c 1 is central but not invariant; it will be later identified with the time coordinate. It is invariant under the SU q (2) 'subgroup' as in the classical case since then M=U,M −1 =M † =U † , the matrices U satisfy the 'unitarity' condition U † =U −1 and the SU q (2) coaction is defined by K → UKU −1 (it will be seen in Sec. 5, however, that there is no consistent reduction to SU q (2) in the whole M (1) q × D
(1) q algebra). We shall not need the explicit form of the 4×4 and 3×3 q-Lorentz and q-rotation matrices; the interested reader may find them in [6, 58] .
Let us now find the expression for the q-Minkowski metric. First, we notice that if we defineR ǫ bŷ
it follows from the last eq. in (2.7), written in the formRM
. Now, since the q-Lorentz transformation (2.9) may be written as 30) (in this form, the reality of Λ means that Λ * is,jl = Λ si,lj or Λ * = PΛP). As a result, if K transforms by (2.9) say, contravariantly, then
From (2.28) and (A.7) we find
33) so that (2.31) gives
and KK ǫ =−q −1 (det q K)I is q-Lorentz invariant (this relation is trivially checked when det q K = 0 since in this case
. The scalar product is thus given by the q-trace of 
. The square of the invariant length may be expressed in terms of a q-Minkowski tensor g ij,kl as
Explicitly, Let us now analyze in generality the possible commutation properties of the entries of a matrix K generating a q-Minkowski algebra M q . We may describe them [55] in an unified way by means of a general RE (see [21] and references therein)
Writing the same equation for K ′ = MKM −1 and comparing with (2.39), we conclude that the invariance of the commutation properties of K under (2.9) is achieved if the relations 40) are satisfied (eqs. (2.39), (2.40) also follow easily from the bivector -rather, bispinor-character of K (see [60] ) (in fact, they might be used to consider other dimensions by extending the arguments used to deform D
. Using the permutation operator P, the first equation may be rewritten as
(and similarly for R (4) and tildedM ′ s). It follows from (2.40) that we may take
this condition is not satisfied by (A.7)). Relations (2.40) can be treated simultaneously by using a four dimensional q-Dirac spinorial realization in terms of the 4×4 matrices
which reproduce (2.9) and (2.32) (see the end of Appendix B), and by introducing (cf. [59] ) the R-matrix
In this way, the set of relations (2.40) defining a deformed Lorentz group can be written in 'RT T ′ form,
where the 16×16 matrices S 1 and S 2 are defined in block form by
(2.45) Relations (2.44) may be used to define the commutation relations of the generators (entries of S) of a quantum group. Standard arguments (see below (1.4)) may be now invoked to require that R satisfies the YBE
where R 12 , R 13 and R 23 are 4 3 ×4 3 matrices acting on
Multiplying by blocks the matrices in both sides of eq. (2.46), it follows that the 4×4 matrices R (1) , R (4) must satisfy the YBE and R (2) , R (3) the mixed consistency equations (see [28] )
(these two equations become the same either for q defined by eqs. (2.7). Comparing equations (2.40) with (2.7) we find the solutions
with R 12 given in (A.7); thus,
12 implies replacing (2.11) bŷ
However, it is shown in Appendix B1 that (2.49) also leads to (2.13) with the restriction det q K = 0 and thus it may be discarded. The other two solutions
, are, respectively, the same as (2.11) and (2.49); thus, the assumptions on the q-Lorentz group reflected by eqs. (2.7) lead uniquely to (1.6) or (2.13) as the relations defining the q-Minkowski algebra M (1) q . The above is not the only possibility. Other solutions may be found by looking for other consistent sets of matrices R (i) in (2.39), (2.40). Let us discuss now two simple examples and mention a couple of others at the end of the section. We may introduce another q-Lorentz group L (2) q generated by the same non-commuting entries of M andM as reflected by the first two equations in (2.7), with the same * -operation, by replacing the third relation in (2.7) by M 1M2 =M 2 M 1 , so that the elements of M andM commute in between. This corresponds to taking R (2) = R (3) = I, and leads to the possibilities
(the superindex has been added to distinguish K (2) from the previous K ≡ K (1) ). It is simple to see that eqs. (2.50), (2.51) are consistent with the reality condition
50) (and (2.51), which corresponds to det q K (2) =0) lead to the following independent commutation relations for the entries of
, make this algebra isomorphic to the GL q (2) one in eq. (1.1) [6] . There is an invariant and central element in the M (2) q algebra which determines the Minkowski length and metric. The determinant (which is zero for (2.51)) is given through (see (B.17))
q ; notice that in (2.24)R is replaced by P since now
q , however, there is no linear central element. This follows from the fact that eq. (2.50) can be linearly transformed into a 'RT T ' relation [(1.3), (1.1)] by the change T = K (2) σ 1 , where σ 1 is the Pauli matrix, and that there is no linear central element for the GL q (2) algebra.
There is another obvious possibility for the * -operation in the case of (2.50). We can take K † :=K −1 (det q K), which is consistent with the coaction (2.9) if
54) provided that the proportionality coefficient (the q-determinant, eq. (2.53)) is the same. Thus, M andM generate two unrelated SU q (2) copies. This was one of the reasons to relate (2.50) (with this * -operation different from the previous one) with a q-deformed euclidean space [6, 61] (see also [62] ) R 4 qcovariant with respect the quantum orthogonal group SO q (4) ≃ SU q (2) ⊗ SU q (2) [6] . Clearly, this * -operation coincides with the classical relation
A third possibility M (3) q is obtained by setting equal to unity the R matrices in the two first equations in (2.7) but not in the third. In this case, the matrix elements of M (andM ) are commuting (they define an SL(2, C) group each), and the non-commutativity of the entries of M andM is described by a certain matrix V through (cf. (2.7))
contradicting the assumed commutativity of the entries of M. The commuting properties of the corresponding K (3) ≡ Z, with entries and transformation properties given by
For instance, for V = diag(p 2 , 1, 1, p 2 ) (we have used p rather than q to stress the trivial deformation character of this algebra, see below), we obtain
The Minkowski length is again given by the p-determinant,
; trZ is here the ordinary trace (eq. (B.16) for R (1) =I 4 gives D=I 2 ), and it is not central.
We can take this case as an illustration of the interrelation between the properties of the R-matrices and the reality condition ( * -structure). For instance, we could take for V an hermitean arbitrary diagonal matrix,
Thus, PV = V P, which immediately gives the restriction p 2 = p 3 fulfilled by the present case. This p-Minkowski algebra M (3) p was obtained in [63] from the analysis of a deformation of the conformal group SU(2, 2) as a real form of a multiparametric deformation of SL(4, C), which justifies the previous form for V . However, this algebra and the corresponding deformed Lorentz group have been shown to be [64] a simple transformation (twisting [65, 66] ) of the usual ones. This means, in particular, that it is possible to remove the noncommuting character of the entries of Z, although we shall not discuss this here (see [37] ).
The properties of the q-Minkowski algebras above considered are summarized below:
It is clear that other q-Minkowski spaces could be found by using the same general approach. To conclude, we just mention as other possible examples a 'mixture' of M (2) q and M 17) ] is invariant and central in both cases, while the time generator, x 0 ≃ tr q K (see (B.16)), is not.
Deformed derivatives and q-De Rham complex
The development of a non-commutative differential calculus (see, e.g., [67, 19, 68, 57, 69, 70] ) requires including derivatives and differentials. We shall now do this first for the q-Minkowski space M
q [(2.11)] by extending the RE to accommodate in them derivatives and differentials. Consider first an object Y transforming covariantly i.e.,
The invariance of the commutation properties of the matrix elements of Y (now described by (2.39) with Y replacing K) gives, on account of (2.7), the solutions
2) These four possibilities again reduce to two,
of which we shall retain only (3.3) since (3.4) leads to the same algebra plus the condition det q Y =0 (see (3.6) below and Appendix A). Eq. (3.3) gives
for the generators of D
q . The (central and q-Lorentz invariant) q-determinant is defined through
so that, when it is non-zero,
Since Y is covariant, we may define a contravariant Y ǫ by (cf. (2.31)) 
) satisfy the same commutation relations, and the algebras they generate are isomorphic.
, a fact that may be explicitly checked using eqs. (2.13), (3.5), (3.8), (3.7) and (2.35), (2.26) . Moreover, it is proved in Appendix B2 that the following isomorphisms among these algebras hold M
(1) 10) where the subindex q −1 indicates that the corresponding algebras are defined by (2.13) and (3.5) where q is replaced by q −1 . The next step in constructing the non-commutative q-Minkowski differential calculus is to establish the commutation properties among coordinates and derivatives. We need extending the classical relation ∂ µ x ν = x ν ∂ µ +δ ν µ , ∂ † =−∂, to the non-commutative case in a q-Lorentz covariant way. This requires considering an inhomogeneous RE of the form (more complicated expressions are possible [55] )
where η is a constant and ηJ→I 4 in the q→1 limit, invariant under the transformation
An analysis similar to those of Sec. 2 shows that the invariance of the nonlinear terms in (3.11) under (2.9), (3.1) is achieved with
, hence J = R 12 P (the same result follows if we set J = PJ ′ ). This means that there are, in principle, four basic possibilities consistent with covariance expressing the commutation properties of coordinates (elements of K) and derivatives (entries of Y ). Using againR = PR, these read
Due to the fact that these expressions now involve K and Y , they are all unequivalent. In fact, we do not need assuming that the four Y ′ s appearing in each of the equations (3.14-3.17) are the same; all that it is demanded is that all they transform as Y →MY M −1 . Let us now look at the hermiticity properties of K and Y . It is clear that, sinceR =R † (q is real), eqs. (1.6) and (3.3) are consistent with the hermiticity of K and the antihermiticity of Y . However, this is no longer the case if the inhomogeneous equations are included. Keeping the physically reasonable assumption that K is hermitean, eq. (3.14) gives
i.e., Y † satisfies the commutation relations given by the second inhomogeneous equation (3.15) In order to have the inhomogeneous term in the simplest form (the analogue of the δ µ ν of the q = 1 case) it is convenient to take η 1 = q 2 = η and to redefine
In this way, the full set of equations describing the commutation relations of the generators of the algebras of coordinates (K), derivatives (Y ) and their hermitean conjugates (Y † ∝Ỹ ) are given bŷ
Notice that, although we have identified Y with the derivatives andỸ with their hermiteans, the reciprocal assignment is also possible.
To determine now the commutation relations for the q-De Rham complex we now introduce the exterior derivative d following [9] ; we shall assume that d 2 =0 and that it satisfies the Leibniz rule (other possibilities for q-differential calculus are occasionally considered [71, 72] ). To the four generators of the M q (derivatives) Minkowski algebras we now add the four entries of dK (q-one-forms), which generate the algebra of the qforms Λ (1) q (the degree of a form is defined as in the classical case). Clearly, d commutes with the q-Lorentz coaction (2.9), so that
Applying d to the first equation in (3.19) we obtain
We now use Hecke's conditionR =R −1 + λI [(A.9)] to replace oneR in each side in such a way that the terms in dK 1R K 1 may be cancelled. In this way we obtain that a solution to (3.21) is given bŷ
from which follows thatR
Again, we may check that these relations are not invariant under hermitean conjugation, since they lead, respectively, tô
Notice again that the first equation in (3.24) is also a legitimate solution of (3.21) for a generic dK (dK and dK † transform in the same manner); in fact, it is obtained by replacing twoR ′ s in (3.21) in such a way that now the terms K 1R dK † 1 are cancelled. We expect the 'q-determinant' of dK to vanish; using (3.23) we check that
where dK ǫ =R ǫ dK (cf. (2.31)) and, in fact, P − dK 1R dK 1 = 0. Finally, to complete the full set of commutation relations, we need those of dK and Y (and their hermiteans). They are given in general by 26) which has the same transformation properties as (3.11) with J = 0 and hence the same solutions (3.13). Thus, we may take
Its hermitean conjugated relation has the form 
Eqs. (3.19), (3.22-3.24) and (3.27-3.30) [55] define the full differential calculus on M
q [9] . We may now give a compact expression for d. As its invariance suggests, it has the form d = tr q (dKY ) .
We shall use (3.31) to obtain further expressions for the non-commutative differential calculus on M
q in Sec. 5 but, before doing so, it will be convenient to discuss in the next section how to select a more natural basis in M To exhibit the generality of the previous reasonings, we conclude this section by applying briefly our framework to e.g., the M (3) p algebra discussed at the end of Sec.2. For the derivatives (which transform by φ :
we find that
since PV P=V ; thus, M
. Here Z and D may be taken hermitean and antihermitean simultaneously, and there is only one possibility for the mixed Z, D relation of the form
2 ) † = J with J ∝ PV using (2.55). Clearly, d = tr(dZD). For the basic relations of the p-De Rham complex we get
all other relations are found easily. For instance, q we now look for the q-equivalent to the undeformed or classical splitting K = σ µ x µ . We shall introduce the q-sigma matrices by imposing the condition that they are q-tensors [73, 74] . Consider the simplest case of SU q (2). The statement that the σ i (i = 1, 2, 3) constitute a q-tensor (in fact, a q-vector under the q-deformed rotation group) means that the adjoint action ρ(X) may be expressed in the form
where U ∈ SU q (2) and X is an element of its dual quantum algebra. Using the product/coproduct duality [(A.15)] and that ∆(X) = r X r 1 ⊗ X r 2 , this may be written as
kl and < X, S(U) >=< S(X), U >, S denoting the antipode. Written in this way (4.2) corresponds to the general definition of a tensor operator T [74] ρ
where the subindex w here indicates the representation of X r 1 and S(X r 2 ). It is simple to see that this expression reduces to the more familiar one given in terms of commutators with the generators of the q-algebra. Using the expressions for the coproduct of the su q (2) quantum algebra generators 
which reduce to the usual commutators for q = 1. Note, however, that the generators of the algebra do not constitute a q-vector in the quantum case. Using now the representations of J ±
constitute an SU q (2) q-vector; the additional q-sigma matrix, σ 0 =qI, is an SU q (2) scalar. Using (4.6), the K matrix adopts the form
where (A, B, C, D) is the basis used in [6, 8, 9] ; thus, the time generator
in the x µ (µ=0, ±, 3) and x I =(A, B, C, D) basis the metric reads, respectively,
(4.9) Similar expressions are given in [6, 7, 10, 9] ; the overall factor in (4.8) has been fixed so that in the 'physical' x µ basis g µν has determinant one. Using (4.7) and (2.13), we find that the six basic commutation relations for the x ′ s are given by [6, 10] [
and in the (A, B, C, D) basis by [6, 8, 9] [A, B] = −q
Since the metric g µν is not symmetric, a convention is needed to rise and lower indices. We shall adopt the convention that g acts on coordinates from the left and on the q-sigmas from the right,
(4.12) Then, K = σ ν x ν is given by 
(4.14)
A four vector basis ρ µ for the covariant matrices Y is immediately obtained from the contravariant σ µ by means ofR ǫ . Since all these matrices are defined up to a proportionality constant, we introduce a factor −q −1 by convenience to define
where (R ǫ σ) ij =R ǫ ij,kl σ kl . Using (2.33) we obtain ρ 0 = ρ 0 = q −1 I and 16) and check that the equivalent to (2.5) is satisfied,
where g µν is given by the first expression in (4.9). In terms of the ρ ′ s, we find
) and then (3.3) or (3.5) gives the commutation relations [10] 19) which in the ∂ I basis read [9] [
In these basis, the definition (3.31) leads to
21) (the factor [2] may be absorbed in the definition of the σ's and ρ's) and the D'Alembertian operator (3.9) reads
The relations (4.19) are, we note in passing, the same that we would have obtained for the coordinates x µ , and those of (4.10) are the same as those for the derivatives ∂ µ . This fact, not evident a priori, becomes obvious once we notice thatR ǫ transforms σ ′ s into ρ ′ s, and that accordingly the entries of ρ µ x µ , whose non-commutativity properties are already fixed by those of the coordinates x µ , have the same commutation properties as ρ µ ∂ µ in Y . It may be checked that the K-Ỹ and K-Y equations in (3.19) reproduce, respectively, the quadratic coordinates-derivatives relations in the x µ ,∂ ν basis [10] (once the ∂'s in [10] are identified with the∂'s inỸ and some misprints in formulae (3.9) of this reference are corrected) and in the x I , ∂ J basis [9] . The above covariant operators may now be used to construct a covariant q-Dirac operator. Without making any explicit reference to a basis, it is given by
and transforms covariantly under the reducible q-Dirac spinorial representation
The Dirac gamma matrices may be extracted from (4.23) easily by recurring to a specific basis. In the ∂ µ basis, D q = γ µ ∂ µ leads to
where the q-matrices σ µ , ρ µ are given by (4.12) and (4.16); in the (A, B, C, D) basis they are obtained immediately from (4.18) and the analogous expression for Y ǫ , with the result that
Factoring out the derivatives in (4.26), the obtained γ I coincide with those given in [33, 76] . The operator (4.23) might be used for a q-Dirac equation; by extension (for instance, via the Bargmann-Wigner procedure) we may obtain a covariant operator suitable for higher spin q-relativistic invariant equations.
In fact, an immediate and physically necessary application is the analysis of the deformed relativistic equations. In the preliminary free case, they may be looked at (specially in momentum space) as the set of constraints defining the Hilbert space which is the support of an (almost) irreducible representation of the Poincaré group (the wavefunctions include both signs of the energy in their manifestly covariant formulation). In the scalar Klein-Gordon case, the constraint is just the mass shell condition p 2 = m 2 . In the q-deformed case the description of the one particle states [31] and of the invariant equations is more complicated. It is possible to define the q-operators corresponding to the covariant kernels of the q=1 relativistic equations, like the Klein-Gordon, Dirac or even Weinberg-Joos [10, 76, 32, 77] or Bargmann-Wigner ones in the arbitrary spin case by using their covariance as their defining property as it may be done in q=1 case (see, e.g., [78] ). We may then look to the solutions of the q-relativistic equations as the kernels of the corresponding covariant q-operators. The study of q-deformed field theory, however, is not without difficulties. For instance, as the previous formalism clearly shows, we cannot have hermitean/antihermitean coordinates and derivatives simultaneously; if the coordinates are taken to be hermitean, the linear conjugation structure of the derivatives is lost [9, 36] . Moreover, the space of solutions ('q-wavefunctions') is mathematically not well defined, i.e., it is not clear what kind of subspace or subalgebra of M q they define, nor their relation to the irreducible representations of the quantum Poincaré group. Further, an analysis of simple non-relativistic second-quantized models shows [79] that there may be a problem with locality in q-deformed theories. All these problems require further study.
Non-commutative differential calculus and invariant operators: the case of M (1) q
In the previous sections, the coordinates K, the q-derivatives Y and the qdifferentials dK for the q-Minkowski space have been introduced. Using these basic elements, higher rank tensors and invariant differential operators can be constructed respectively by tensoring or by contraction. The contraction (scalar product) of a covariant vector with a contravariant one is given by the qtrace of the product of the corresponding matrices. Examples of this procedure are the invariant operators l q , 2 q and d, already introduced. Another one is the q-analogue of the dilatation operator,
Using the flexibility of RE formalism, we shall now derive a complete list of the relations involving all these invariant operators and the generators of the M
q , D
(1) q and Λ
(1) q algebras; the other cases could be treated similarly. Since in this section and in Sec.6 we refer mostly to the M −1 tr q K and Y it is enough to take the q-trace of the eq. before the last in (3.19), 21 from the right before taking the q-trace with respect to the second space. In this way we get
where the invariance of the q-trace and the first two of the relations (see (A.9), (A.10)) R 
To obtain (5.7), Y must go through 
where
For the relations involving the D'Alembertian 2 q and the generators of M q and Λ q , we obtain Let us now look at 2 q and l q , eqs. (3.9) and (2.35). Applying 2 q to the product K ǫ K leads to
by using the transformed (5.11),
To relate 2 q l q to l q 2 q we need the intermediate expression
which follows from (5.2) by using the second equality in (5.6). Its q-trace is
Then, using (5.16) and 18) where the coefficients a n and b n are determined by the recurrence equations
Let us now consider the exterior derivative d=tr q (dK Y ). Its action on coordinates, q-derivatives and q-differentials is given by
The first one is the expression of the Leibniz rule and (5.23) reflects the nilpotency of d, d 2 = 0. These relations are easily obtained using the invariance of the q-trace, the appropriate RE and the properties of the R-matrix. For example, for (5.21) we write
and, using (5.2) and (3.22) in the form dK 1 R 21 
Using now (5.22) and (5.23) to move d through dK Y 30) and tr q (dK dK ǫ ) = 0 [(3.25)], one finds that
The previous set of relations allow us to compute in a direct way the commuting properties of d with any invariant operator. The action of d on the quadratic central elements 2 q and l q gives
Eq. (5.31) is obtained from the expression (3.9) for 2 q and by using twice (5.22) (a simpler possibility is to apply d = tr q (dKzY ) to (5.12)). In the same way, to find (5.32) we may use (5.21) twice and that 
so that, recalling (5.33) we get
The operator s = tr q (KY ) is related (see below) to a central element for the complete algebra M q ×D q ×Λ q , and it is useful in the irreducible representation description (cf. the q-oscillator case [80, 81] ). Therefore, it is important to have the complete set of relations of s with the generators of M q , D q and Λ q , and with the central elements l q and 2 q . The latter ones may be obtained in a simple way. Using eq. (5.7) for l q and (5.11) for 2 q , the resulting relations are given by s l q = q −2 l q s + (q 2 + 1)l q , (5.36)
The operator s commutes with the elements of Λ q , for
Indeed, the invariance of the q-trace permits us to write from the right, taking the q-trace in the second space and using (1.6) and the identities (5.5), (5.6) one gets
For the covariant combination KY K, it follows using eqs. (5.15), (1.6), (5.2), (B.7) and the defining relation (2.24) for l q are used, that
Thus, it follows from (5.40) and (5.41) that
The relation between s and Y is found in the same way. Multiplying eq. 
then, from (5.43) and (5.44) we obtain
Finally, we mention that it is possible to find a central element in M q × D q × Λ q using the operators s, l q , 2 q and a grading operator N defined by the relations 46) which may be introduced since M q and D q are graded algebras. Indeed, the element z (cf [9] ) As an example of how this discussion may be extended to other q-spacetimes, let us consider the q-dilatation operator s for the M 
q . These relations are easily obtained using (2.57) and (3.33). For instance,
6 Comments on representations of quantum space-time algebras and other problems
In classical and quantum relativistic theory the Poincaré group transformations may be realized in terms of a complete set of observables. The generators of the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations are functions of x µ and p ν ,
so that M µν and p ν define a basis of the ten dimensional Lie algebra P of the Poincaré group P . In the q-deformed case we have encountered the analogue of the momenta p µ , provided by the four quantum derivatives Y ij giving the q-translation algebra D q , and the quantum Lorentz group transformations, described by the six independent entries of M,M = (M −1 ) † and the corresponding coaction (2.9), (3.1). Due to the quantum group structure, the relation between the quantum group and the corresponding quantum algebra is expressed by the duality among these Hopf algebras: the elements of one are linear functionals for the other. The duality relation is an abstract one, but its explicit realization requires selecting a basis of the Hopf algebras in question, which (in our case) are constructed from a finite number of generators. Once we change the generators (often nonlinearly) of a Hopf algebra A there is no easy and canonical way to find the corresponding change in the dual Hopf algebra A * generators. If the quantum Poincaré group P q and the corresponding quantum algebra (P q ) * = U q (P) must have ten generators each, then from the previous sections we can extract six generators of L q ⊂ P q and four generators of D q ⊂ U q (P) (the subindex in U q denotes quantization of the universal enveloping algebra). A set of generators of the quantum Poincaré algebra was found in [82, 9] and it was transformed into another set in [33] . However, the duality relation with the P q and U q (P) basis remains to be clarified. For instance, the L q covariance of the braided coadditions of four-vectors requires the addition of a dilatation element [54, 43] (see also [62] ). This leads to a q-Poincaré group which is not included in [45] because this classification does not include quantum Poincaré groups with dilatations (the P q in [9] is also not included in the scheme of [45] ).
Once the complete set of the q-Poincaré algebra generators is obtained, one may adopt the Newton-Wigner's point of view and identify the q-deformed elementary systems (particles) with the unitary irreducible representations of U q (P). These were constructed in [31] for the scalar particle. Nevertheless, there are still some difficulties that require further study. To illustrate them, it is sufficient to consider the representations of the q-translation algebra D q as a subalgebra of U q (P). Since D q is isomorphic to M q , eq. (3.10), we may consider the irreducible unitary representations of this algebra [83] . In the non-deformed case (q=1) this problem is trivial: since the algebra of translations or coordinates is commutative, its irreducible representations are onedimensional. For q = 1, however, this is no longer the case.
Due to the fact that one central element of M q is linear in its generators one can change the basis (2.10) to α, β, γ and τ , qτ ≡ c 1 = q −1 α + qδ. Then, there are three non-trivial commutation relations (λ ≡ λ/q
which follow from (2.13) plus the centrality of τ and of (cf. (2.27))
To analyze the irreducible representations in a Hilbert space with positive metric the following consequences of (6.2) are useful:
These relations may be proved by induction or by assuming, looking at (6.2) that, e.g.,
which gives the recurrence relations a n+1 = q 2n + a n and b n+1 = q 2n + q 4 b n , which have the solutions a n = [n; q 2 ] and b n = q 2(n−1) [n; q 2 ]. Since M q ≈ M q −1 [(3.10)] we may assume q > 1. The irreducible representations (irreps) are parametrized by the different values of the central elements l q (denoted by l) and τ . The representations fall into two broad categories, l ≤ 0 or l > 0, but there are subclasses in each of them, which are listed below.
1. α = 0, then the other three generators β, γ, δ commute among themselves as it follows from (2.13). Hence, δ is real and arbitrary while β = γ * is an arbitrary complex number, τ = δ, l = −q 2 |γ| 2 . This irrep is not faithful. It gives a one-dimensional irrep of (2.13).
. This is also a one-dimensional representation, which is not faithful and corresponds to the stationary point αI of the coaction K → UKU † of the quantum 'subgroup' SU q (2) of L q .
3. l > α 2 0 > 0, where α 0 is the vacuum eigenvalue of α and β|0 = 0. Then from (6.4) for unnormalized eigenvectors |n = γ n |0 of α one gets
where [n; q]! = [n; q][n − 1; q]...1. Clearly, 1|1 =λ(l − α 2 0 ) > 0, but for α 0 = 0 and q > 1 the norm will be negative if the integer n is sufficiently large. Because we are looking for irreps in a Hilbert space with states of positive norm there must be some n,
where d is the dimension of the irrep and hence 9) where the last expression follows from computing
From (6.4) one now concludes that β cannot be an annihilation operator. So we have to use (6.5) supposing that γ is now the annihilation operator, γ|0 = 0. Then for |n = β n |0 one gets
Using the same positivity arguments of the previous case we now obtain, with d = N + 1 as before,
5. l ≤ 0 , α = 0, hence (l − α 2 ) < 0 and one has to use (6.5) with γ as the annihilation operator γ|0 = 0. In this way one obtains for |n = β n |0 again (6.10), which is now positive for any integer n. This irrep is infinite dimensional.
There are some relations of the q-Minkowski algebra M q with other q-algebras: su q (2), the q-oscillator algebra A(q) and the q-sphere S τ and l are fixed the relations (6.2), (6.3) coincide with the defining relations of the quantum sphere algebra [84, 85] .
The algebra M q is isomorphic to the q-derivative or q-momentum algebra D q , hence the irreducible representations coincide with those found in [31] for the q-deformed Poincaré algebra, which has the algebra D q as a subalgebra. Once we identify M q ≈ D q , we can set m q =l >0, one may eliminate α 0 from (6.9) or (6.11). In both cases we obtain
In the classical q → 1 limit, the values of all generators are fixed while the dimension d → ∞ in such a way that the factor (q
2 is also fixed and the usual formula p
The next step in the representation theory is related to the construction of a representation in the tensor product of two irreducible representations. It depends on existence of a bialgebra (or a Hopf algebra) structure for the algebra M q or a homomorphism from M q to M q ⊗ M q . The existence of such a map could be interpreted physically as the q-Lorentz group covariance for two-(in general multi-) particle system. There are a few proposals for a possible 'coproduct' ∆ : M q → M q ⊗ M q . These proposals use:
1. the relation of M q to the quantum algebra su q (2), extending it to isomorphism (modulo some additional requirements) and introducing the bialgebra structure through the factorization [86] (here and below the indices (1), (2) refer to the factors in
2. the appropriate non-commutativity ('braid statistics') of the factors in a 'braided tensor product' M q ⊗ M q [26, 27, 21] . It is not difficult to check that the matrix product of two matrices 14) satisfying the commutation relations given by [56, 87] 
1R K
1R , (6.15)
satisfy the RE (1.6) and that its entries generate an algebra isomorphic to M q . Eq. (6.15), however, is not preserved under the coaction (2.9), (2.7).
3. the coaddition of the two 2×2 matrices expressed by
If the non-commutativity between the generators of K (1) and K (2) is given e.g., by ( [54, 56] 
the corresponding set of commutation relations permits that ∆(K) satisfies (1.6). Eq. (6.17) is easily obtained by imposing that the matrix K
satisfies (2.11) and using thatR is of Hecke type.
4. an additional matrix O including the q-Lorentz algebra generators acting on the first factor of M q ⊗ M q such that the matrix
will satisfy the RE (1.6), while the entries of K (1) and K (2) commute [9] (a kind of 'undressing' of the preceding case).
Though last two cases look physically reasonable, they, together with 2, are not symmetric with respect to the permutation of factors (notice that (6.17) is not symmetric) and not all irreps of K (1) and K (2) are compatible.
The form of the coproduct depends on the chosen basis. The coproduct of the q-Lorentz algebra part of U q (P) looks simple in the sl q (2) basis [3] L ± ,L ± related to the matrices M,M . However, the basis of [9] is related to the SU q (2) 'subgroup' of L q . The coproduct for the q-derivatives subalgebra D q in this basis looks like [9] ∆ 19) where the l ij,kl are made up of the q-Lorentz algebra generators and the scaling operator (which is outside the q-Lorentz algebra). One of the obvious property of this set of elements of the dual algebra (L q ) * of L q follows from the covariance requirement, which must be preserved by the coproduct:
This form of the coproduct demonstrates that the representation theory of the q-momentum subalgebra D q ⊂ U q (P) is not closed: one cannot consider the tensor product of arbitrary irreducible representations V 1 , V 2 of D q , related to Y ⊗ I and I ⊗ Y . It is necessary to take the V 1 , reducible generally speaking, that permits an irreducible representation of the whole set, Y ij and l ij.kl . This raises the question of the physical interpretation and its consequences: the observables of two particles enter into the coproduct in an asymmetric way.
If we introduce two sets of the triangular L ± ,L ± matrices corresponding to M andM , then their entries (six of them) will define a basis of generators of the quantum Lorentz algebra (L q ) * dual to L q . The commutation relations of the entries of L ± are the standard ones (sl q (2), see Appendix A) and the same is true forL
, for the coproducts of M andM are the usual ones, ∆(M) = M ⊗ M. However, in order to have the usual coproduct for L ± ,L ± due to the non-commutativity of M andM (2.7) one can introduce a 'mild' non-commutativity between the entries of L ± andL ± too. Then, the corresponding duality relations are:
(6.21)
Then, the action of such operators on the algebra M q (the entries of L ± and L ± are now operators on M q ) could also be written in matrix form. Adding a hat to stress the operator character ofL ± we find
22) where we have used the duality between product and coproduct in the third equal sign, after which
(6.23)
It would be interesting to study which of the above constructed representations may be extended to representations of a larger algebra M q ×D q including D q as well as M q . This algebra is defined by 8 generators (the entries of K, Y ) and the relations (1.6), (3.3) and (5.2). Introducing explicitly the matrix elements ∂ I [(4.18)] of Y , one may check that ∂ B and ∂ C together with M q generate a closed subalgebra. Most of the constructed irreps can be easily extended to this subalgebra. However, these extensions usually have a singular q dependence for q→1. For instance, for the one-dimensional representation α = 0 (in which the representation is, in fact, of the whole M q × D q algebra) one finds
It is well established that covariant algebras such as SU q (2) or the q-sphere S 2 q can be represented as a direct sum of subspaces invariant with respect to the corresponding quantum groups coactions: U ′ → UU ′ for SU q (2) or K → UKU t for the q-sphere (cf. [84, 85] ). This expansion is related to the fusion procedure of the quantum inverse scattering method. These invariant subspaces in the case of the SL q (2) covariant RE algebra are generated by the entries of the (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) matrices K (j) , which correspond to the higher spin representations of the quantum group from the coaction, e.g.
This is associated with the construction of q-deformed relativistic wave equations [32] . There are even some universal K matrices [88] related to a specific representation of M
q .
Concluding remarks
The main aim of this paper was to analyze the q-deformed Minkowski spacetime and the associated non-commutative differential calculus by using the Rmatrix and the reflection equation formalism. This permitted us to establish in a systematic and economic way many features of the quantum Minkowski space algebras including the complete definition of M q , the corresponding De Rham complex Λ q and the algebra of q-derivatives D q ; the covariance properties of these algebras under the quantum Lorentz group transformation (coaction), and the action of the quantum Lorentz algebra (by duality). A special basis of generators of M
q was defined by using the q-adjoint (co)action of the quantum (group) algebra; this allowed us to introduce q-sigma and q-gamma matrices as appropriate q-tensors. The possible ambiguities in the definition of q-Minkowski space and consequently in its differential calculus as well as some important q-algebra isomorphism were discussed and the irreducible representations of M (1) q algebra were found. Also, in the course of the discussion of this case, a few invariant (scalar) operators were defined by means of the q-trace, and their commutation relations among themselves and with the generators of M (1) q and D (1) q were established. All the previous analyses of the q-deformed space-time were directly formulated in the q = 1 framework, without considering a classical counterpart. The exact q-relations may be used, however, for some constructions in the classical theory. For instance, it is known that the quasiclassical limit of the main ingredients of the quantum inverse scattering method gives rise to the classical r-matrix and the classical Yang-Baxter equation. If in the present case we introduced Planck's constant just by multiplying the defining relations of the q-algebras byh, and then we took the independent limits q → 1,h → 0, the resulting relations would be nothing but the standard Poisson brackets for the commuting coordinates and momenta of the scalar relativistic particle, {x µ , p ν } = g µν . If, on the other hand, the Planck's constant and the deformation parameter are directly related (e.g. by setting q = exp(γh), which requires introducing an additional dimensional constant in the theory), the Poisson brackets in the quasiclassical limit are highly nontrivial [28, 20] . For instance, writing R ≃ I + γhr in the quasiclassical limit, the RE (1.6) gives, neglecting the terms inh 2 ,
so that the Poisson brackets for the classical entries of K (coordinates) read
In this case the Poincaré group would not be purely geometrical: it would be dynamical (a Lie-Poisson group [89, 1, 90, 14] ) because its parameters would have nontrivial Poisson brackets. An application of the Dirac theory for constrained systems results in non-autonomous equations, though with conserved momentum. This gives rise to additional questions of interpretation if one wished to preserve the usual mathematical structure of a physical theory (see [37] in this respect). An opposite possibility would be to preserve the trajectories of the system generated by the geometric group action, but change the Hamiltonian description.
To conclude, we wish to come back to other topics that were not discussed in the paper in detail. The covariance of a two (multi-) particle system requires a map from M q to M q ⊗ M q which is an algebra homomorphism ('coproduct'). Two variants among those given in the text have reasonable physical behaviour, reproducing in the classical limit the sum of the particle coordinates, although these coordinates do not commute in between in the case q = 1. Both recipes have the drawback of being asymmetric under interchange of two particles. These properties result in a more complicated representation theory of these quantum algebras. Another subject just mentioned in the text is the construction of (free) q-relativistic wave equations [10, 76, 34, 77] . For instance, to discuss a physical meaning for the formal solutions of the q-Klein-Gordon and/or q-Dirac equations in M q (coordinates and momenta). Then, the q-Dirac equation could be defined as an operator in the corresponding Hilbert space with an orthodox interpretation of its spectrum and eigenvectors (wavefunctions). Another point which requires clarification is the relation between the relativistic wave equations in configuration and momentum space which in the classical theory are connected by the Fourier transform (for M (3) q see [37] ). A possibility to discuss the q-Fourier transform is by using the * -quantization which operates in algebra of functions on a phase space (cf. [91] and refs. therein); other possibilities are [92, 93] . Nevertheless, the difficulties already mentioned prevent us, at present, to speculate on a possible quantum field theory having a q-Minkowski algebra as a base space-time.
We list here some expressions and conventions that are useful in the main text. 'RT T ' relations as those in (1.3), (2.7) follow the usual conventions i.e., the 4×4 matrices T 1 , T 2 are the tensor products
The tensor product of two matrices, C = A ⊗ B, reads in components
so that the comma separates the row and column indices of the two matrices. Thus, (A 1 ) ij,kl = A ik δ jl ; (A 2 ) ij,kl = A jl δ ik . The transposition in the first and second spaces is given by
is given by a matrix in which the blocks 12 and 21 are interchanged (each of the four blocks is replaced by its transpose). Of course, C t 1 t 2 ij,kl = C t ij,kl = C kl,ij is the ordinary transposition. Similarly, the traces in the first and second spaces are given by
They correspond, respectively, to replacing the 4 × 4 matrix C by the 2 × 2 matrix resulting from adding its two diagonal boxes or by the 2 × 2 matrix obtained by taking the trace of each of its four boxes. If C = A ⊗ B, tr (1) C = (trA)B and tr (2) C = A(trB). The action of the permutation matrix P 12 ≡ P is defined by (PCP) ij,kl = C ji,lk (P(A ⊗ B)P = B ⊗ A if the entries of A and B commute); thus (PA 1 P) ij,kl = (A 1 ) ji,lk = A jl δ ik = (A 2 ) ij,kl ; (A.5) (PC) ij,kl = C ji,kl , (CP) ij,kl = C ij,lk . Explicitly, P=P −1 is given by
acting from the left (right) it interchanges the second and third rows (columns). For SL q (2), the R 12 (q) ≡ R 12 ≡ R and PR 12 ≡R 12 ≡R matrices are given by
where λ ≡ q − q −1 ;R 21 = PR 12 P. Due to the special form of R, PR 12 P = R 21 = R t 12 , but the last equality does not hold for a general 4×4 matrix.R satisfies Hecke's condition
10) where the projectors P ± 12 ≡ P ± are given by
with [2] ≡ (q + q −1 ). It is often convenient to express P − in the form
t is given in (2.16). The determinant of an ordinary 2 × 2 matrix may be defined as the proportionality coefficient in (detM)P − = P − M 1 M 2 where P − is obtained from (A.11) setting q=1. The analogous definition in the q = 1 case
) leads to the expression for det q M given in (1.2). For the K matrix, the definition of det q K is given by (2.24), (2.25) .
The YBE (1.4) is sometimes introduced by reordering T 1 T 2 T 3 to T 3 T 2 T 1 by two different paths using the 'RTT' relation and the associativity property of the algebra. In this way one is lead to (R 12 R 13 R 23 − R 23 R 13 R 12 )T 1 T 2 T 3 = T 3 T 2 T 1 (R 12 R 13 R 23 − R 23 R 13 R 12 ). Thus, eq. (1.4) is consistent with eq. (1.3), but it is not implied by it. To see this explicitly, consider eq. (1.3) rewritten in the formRT 1 T 2 = T 1 T 2R using (A.6). Then, due to (A.10) we get (q 2 + 1 = 0) P + T 1 T 2 P − = 0 , P − T 1 T 2 P + = 0 . (A.14)
The first equation implies ab − qba=0, cd − qdc=0 and [a, d]=qbc − q −1 cb, while the second gives ac − qca=0, bd − qdb=0 and [a, d]=qcb − q −1 bc. In all, these equations reproduce (1.1). These equations also follow from P + T 1 T 2 =T 1 T 2 P + , i.e. from an 'RTT' relation with P + as anR-matrix, although PP + is not invertible and does not satisfy the YBE (1.4) (see also [19] ).
A2
Hopf algebra duality We recall here some expressions on the quantum groups and quantum algebras duality. Let H and H * be a pair of dual Hopf algebras. Then, there is a pairing map < ·, · >: H * × H → C, consistent with the commutation relations in each algebra, which satisfies: 1) < XY, a >=< X ⊗ Y, ∆(a) > , < 1, a >= ε(a) , 2) < X, ab >=< ∆(X), a ⊗ b > , < X, 1 >= ε(X) , 3) < S(X), a >=< X, S(a) > , (A.15) where X, Y ∈ H * , a, b ∈ H and ∆, ε, S are the usual notations for the coproduct, counit and antipode in Hopf algebras (see, e.g., [14, 15, 16] ). In particular, if H and H * are respectively a quantum groupà la FRT [3] and its quantum dual algebra, the generators of H are the entries of a matrix T satisfying a 'RTT' relation and the generators of H * are arranged in two triangular matrices L ± satisfying .16) where R + = PRP = R 21 . In this case, the pairing is defined in terms of the corresponding quantum group R-matrix by the expressions 17) where R − = R −1 . This definition is extended to higher order monomials by
This is consistent with the commutation relations defining the quantum group and its dual algebra and satisfies the properties (A.15).
The pairing may be used to define the fundamental representation of the generators of the quantum algebra; for each l then, < l ± ij , T > is a matrix which constitutes the fundamental representation of the generators l ± ij ; in general, < X, T > is the representation of X. This representation for the generators J ± , J 3 of su q (2) was used in Sec. 4 to check that the given q-sigmas constitute a q-tensor operator according to (4.5).
B Proof of some properties of q-Minkowski algebras
B1
The algebras defined by eq. (2.49), (3.4) We now analyze the algebra (2.49), and why it may be discarded. First, it is easy to explain the presence of the factor q 2 , which is due to the imbalance of theR andR −1 factors; notice that eqs. (2.40) allow for a proportionality constant in the definition of R (i) . Consider (2.49) written in the form
where ρ is a constant to be determined. We may now multiply this equation by P ± ( )P ± and by P ± ( )P ∓ . Using eq. (A.10) we obtain that P + ( )P + gives
which fixes ρ = q 2 . Then, P − ( )P − gives
which implies (q 3 − q −1 )P − det q K = 0 (B.4) so that for this algebra (q 4 = 1) det q K = 0. The commutation properties of the entries of K, however, are the same as for (1.6). Using q 2R−1 =R−qλ[2]P − , eq. (2.49) reproduces (2.11), 5) since det q K = 0. This means that the algebra generated by the entries of K in (2.49) may be obtained by restricting M
(1) q (eq. (1.6)) by the condition det q K = 0 so that nothing is gained by considering (2.49) as a separate case. Notice that the same reasonings applied to (1.6) do not give any condition for P ± ( )P ± , which is satisfied identically, and P ± ( )P ∓ give, as for (2.11), P ± K 1R K 1 P ∓ = 0.
The factor q 2 in (3.4) is explained in a similar way; again, this algebra corresponds to the too restrictive condition det q Y = 0.
We now derive here the expressions for K ǫ and Y ǫ used in Sec. 5, Let us first check that
i.e., that the commutation properties of the entries of K ′ (which generate the same algebra as those of K but with q replaced by q Now we notice that, due to the specific form of theR matrices, a similarity transformation with (σ 1 ⊗ σ 1 ) is equivalent to the action of the permutation operator P, (σ 
B3
q-trace and q-determinant for M (i) q
We give here a general expression for tr q and det q which apply to all the cases considered. The q-trace of a matrix B is defined by (cf. [3, 57] ) tr q (B) = tr(DB) , D = q 2 tr (2) (P(((R (1) )
where q is the deformation parameter in R (1) (see (2.40) ). This q-trace is invariant under the quantum group coaction B → MBM −1 (as well as under the coaction C →M CM −1 since R (1) =R (4) t =PR (4) P, for q real; this condition is required for the consistency of (2.40) withM −1 = M † ).
Supposing thatR
(1) =PR (1) has a spectral decomposition like (A.10) with a rank three projector P + and a rank one projector P − , and that det q M (A.13) and det qM are central (which is true in all our cases), the q-determinant of the 2×2 matrix K is given by the expression (det q K)P − = −qP − K 1R (3) K 1 P − . (B.17)
SubstitutingR 12 , P orV forR (3) in (B.17) we obtain the square of the qMinkowski length for M [below (2.58)] respectively (recall that the q in (B.17) is the parameter in R (1) and that R
may depend on other parameters).
As we saw, it is possible to write the invariant scalar product as the q-trace of the matrix product of contravariant and covariant matrices (vectors). The relation with the previous expressions in terms of the q-determinant in the 2×2 case is given by the normalized 'eigenvector' ε ij of P − with eigenvalue 1, (P − ) ij,kl = ε ij ε kl ; then D ∝ ε −1 ε t where in this expression ε is treated as a 2×2 matrix (for the SL q (2) R-matrix, ε ∝ ǫ q , eq. (2.16), and P − is given by (A.12)). The contravariant vector K ǫ is written in general as in eq. (2.31) withR ǫ = (1 ⊗ ε t )R (3) (1 ⊗ (ε −1 ) t ).
